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1. PRELIMINARIES AND FORMULATIONS
Here, our aim is to use the concept of proper efficiency to formulate
some results of duality under the invexity assumption for the following
class of multiobjective variational problem
MCP .
1r2t1 Tminimize f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt , .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H 1 1 t0
1r2t1 T. . . , f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /p p /t0
subject to x t s x , x t s x 1 .  .  .0 0 1 1
g t , x t , x t G 0, t g I , 2 .  .  . .Ç
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w x n n where I s t , t is a real interval, f : I = R = R ª R for i s0 1 i
. n n m1, 2, . . . , p , and g : I = R = R ª R are continuously differentiable
functions. Denote by X the space of piecewise smooth functions
n 5 5 5 5 5 5x: I ª R , with the norm x s x q Dx , where the differentiation` `
operator D is given by
t1u s Dx m x t s u t q u s ds, .  .  .H0
t0
 .where u t is a given boundary value. Thereby, D s drdt except at0
 .discontinuities. For each t g I, let B t be a positive semi-definite n = ni
 .matrix with B ? continuous on I, i s 1, 2, . . . , p. T indicates the transpo-i
sition.
  .  .. nIn order to consider f t, x t , x t , where x: I ª R with derivative x,Ç Çi
denote the partial derivatives of f with respect to t, x, and x, respectively,Çi
by f , f , f , such thati t i x i xÇ
­ f ­ f ­ f ­ f ­ f ­ fi i i i i i
f s , , . . . , ; f s , , . . . ,i x i xÇ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ x ­ xÇ Ç Ç1 2 n 1 2 n
i s 1, 2, . . . , p. The partial derivatives of the vector function g are similarly
written, using matrices with m columns. Denote by Y and Z the space of
n n piecewise smooth functions l: I ª R and v : I ª R written as column
.vectors , respectively.
Optimal conditions for variational problems have been given by
w x  .Chandra, Craven, and Husain 4 , where p s 1, B t s 0 for each t g I.p
Using the necessary condition for the variational problem, a dual problem
was given and duality results established with the assumptions that f and
w xyg are convex in bath x and x. Mond, Chandra, and Husain 5 discussedÇ
the duality for single-objective variational problems under invexity assump-
 .tions on the functions, where for each t g I, B t s 0. Using the concept
w xof proper efficiency. Bector and Husain 3 proposed studying Wolfe and
 .Mond]Weir duality for multiobjective variational problems MCP , where
 .  .for each t g I, i s 1, 2, . . . , p, B t s 0, and f , g are convex in x, x . InÇi i
 .this paper, we present Mond]Weir and Wolfe type duals for MCP and
prove weak and strong duality theorems under invexity assumptions on the
objective functions and the constraint functions.
 .Let K, the set of feasible solutions for MCP , be given by
<K s x g X x t s x , x t s x , g t , x t , x t G 0, t g I . 4 .  .  .  . .Ç0 0 1 1
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DEFINITION 1. A point x* in K is said to be an efficient solution of
 .MCP if for all x in K
1r2t1 Tf t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
1r2t1 TG f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt , .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
; i s 1, 2, . . . , p
1r2t1 T« f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
1r2t1 Ts f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
; i s 1, 2, . . . , p.
Remark 1. The above definition is equivalent to the following.
 .A point x* in K is said to be an efficient solution of MCP if there
exists no x g K such that for all i s 1, 2, . . . , p
1r2t1 Tf t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
1r2t1 TG f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt , .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
 4and for some j g 1, 2, . . . , p
1r2t1 Tf t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j
t0
1r2t1 T
) f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt. .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j
t0
 .DEFINITION 2 Geoffrion . A point x* in K is said to be a properly
 .  .efficient solution of MCP if x* is a efficient solution of MCP , and there
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 4exists a scalar M ) 0 such that for each i g 1, 2, . . . , P , we have
1r2t1 Tf t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
1r2t1 Ty f t , x* t , x t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
1r2t1 TF M f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j
t0
1r2t1 Ty f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j 5
t0
 4for some j g 1, 2, . . . , p such that
1r2t1 Tf t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j
t0
1r2t1 T
- f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j
t0
and
1r2t1 Tf t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
1r2t1 T
) f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
for x g K.
 .DEFINITION 3 Mond and Smart . If there exists a vector function
  .  .  .  .. n  .  .h t, x t , x t , y t , y t g R , with h s 0 at t if x t s y t , such that forÇ Ç
  .  ..the scalar function h t, x t , x t the functionalÇ
t1H x , x s h t , x t , x t dt .  .  . .Ç ÇH
t0
satisfies
H x , x y H y , y .  .Ç Ç
t1 TTG h h t , y t , y t q Dh h t , y t , y t dt , .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH x xÇ
t0
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then H is said to be invex in x and x on I with respect to h, where Dh isÇ
 .   .  .  .  ..the vector whose ith component is drdt h t, x t , x t , y t , y t .Ç Çi
Pseudo- and quasi-invexity are similarly defined; H is pseudo-invex with
respect to h if
t1 TTh h t , y t , y t q Dh h t , y t , y t dt G 0 .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH x xÇ
t0
implies
H x , x G h y , y .  .Ç Ç
and H is quasi-invex with respect to h if
H x , x F H y , y .  .Ç Ç
implies
t1 TTh h t , y t , y t q Dh h t , y t , y t dt F 0. .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç ÈH x xÇ
t0
Remark 2. All pseudo-invex functions are also invex.
Let Lq be
Tq p T p<L s t g R t ) 0, t e s 1, e s 1, 1, . . . , 1 g R . 4
then for t g Lq, the related single-objective problem
p
1r2t1 Tminimize t f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  . Hi i iCP t . 0is1t
subject to 1 and 2 . .  .
From the definition, we have
q  .LEMMA 1. Let t g L be fixed. If x* is optimal for CP , then x* ist
 .properly efficient for MCP .
 .LEMMA 2. If x* g K is a properly efficient for MCP , then x* is optimal
 . qfor CP for some t g L .t
 . qProof. Assume that x* is not optimal for CP for all t g L , thent
there exists x g K such that
p




- t f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt. .  .  .  .  . .Ç  . Hi i i
t0is1
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 4This implies that there exists a subset P9 of 1, 2, . . . , p such that P9 / B
and for i g P9
1r2t1 TÇf t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .  .H i i
t0
1r2t1 T
- f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
 4and for j g 1, 2, . . . , p _ P9
1r2t1 TÇf t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .H  /j j
t0
1r2t1 T
) f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt. .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j
t0
 .  4  4From 3 , there exists i g 1, 2, . . . , p such that for all j g 1, 2, . . . , p _ P9
1r2t1 TÇt f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .H  /j j j
t0
1r2t1 Ty f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j 5
t0
1r2t1 T< <- P9 t f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .Hi i i
t0
1r2t1 TÇy f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt , .  .  .  .  . .  .H i i 5
t0
< <where P9 denotes the element number of P9.
 < < . qLet M s t r P9 t . For all t g L , M may be sufficiently large, andj i
1r2t1 Tf t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
1r2t1 TÇy f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .  .H i i
t0
1r2t1 TÇ) M f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .H  /j j
t0
1r2t1 Ty f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j 5
t0
 .which contradicts that x* is properly efficient for MCP .
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 .LEMMA 3. If x* g K is properly efficient for MCP , and the Slater
condition holds at x*, that is, there exists a piecewise smooth l: I ª Rn such
that for t g I
g t , x* t , x* t q g t , x* t , x* t l t .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Çx
q g t , x* t , x* t l t ) 0, .  .  . .ÇxÇ
then for some t g Lq, there exists piecewise smooth l: I ª Rm, v : I ª Rnq
such that
p
t f t , x* t , x* t q B t v t y g t , x* t , x* t l t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç i i x i x
is1
p
s D t f t , x* t , x* t y g t , x* t , x* t l t 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç i i x xÇ Ç
is1
g t , x* t , x* t l t s 0, t g I 5 .  .  .  . .Ç
T
v t B t v t F 1, t g I , i s 1, 2, . . . , p 6 .  .  .  .i
l t , v t / 0, t g I. 7 .  .  . .
 .  .  .Furthermore, if B t s B t s ??? s B t for t g I, then1 2 p
1r2T Tx* t B t v t s x* t B t x* t , t g I. 8 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .i i
w xProof. This is from Theorem 1 of 4 .
Remark 3. If the Slater condition holds at x*, a properly efficient x* is
also said to be normal. There are alternative constraint qualifications, such
w xas the Robinson condition outlined in 4 .
2. WOLFE TYPE DUALITY
q  .For a given t g L , a Wolfe type dual to MCP is
MCD1 .
t1 Tmaximize f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH 1 1 t0
yg t , y t , y t l t dt , .  .  . .Ç
t1 T. . . , f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH p p
t0
yg t , y t , y t l t dt .  .  . .Ç /
subject to y t s x , y t s x 9 .  .  .0 0 1 1
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p
t f t , y t , y t q B t v t y g t , y t , y t l t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç i j x i x
is1
p
s D t f t , y t , y t y g t , y t , y t l t 10 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç i i x xÇ Ç
is1
T
v t B t v t F 1, t g I , i s 1, 2, . . . , p 11 .  .  .  .i
l t G 0, l t g Rm , v t g Rn , t g I. 12 .  .  .  .q
 .  .Note that if p s 1 problem MCP and MCD1 become the pair of
w xWolfe type dual variational problems studied by Mond and Smart 2 .
 .  .THEOREM 2.1 Weak Duality . Assume that for all feasible x of MCP
 .  . t1 w  . T  .  .x and for all feasible y, l, v of MCD1 , H f t, ? , ? q ? B t v t dt fort i i0
. t1  .  .i s 1, 2, . . . , p and H y g t, ? , ? l t dt are in¨ex in both x and x on I withÇt0
respect to the same h, for all piecewise smooth l: I ª Rm and v : I ª Rn.q
Then the following cannot hold
1r2t1 Tf t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
t1 TF f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH i i
t0
yg t , y t , y t l t dt 13 .  .  .  . .Ç
 4for all i g 1, 2, . . . , p , and
1r2t1 Tf t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j
t0
t1 T
- f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH j j
t0
yg t , y t , y t l t dt 14 .  .  .  . .Ç
 4for some j g 1, 2, . . . , p .
 .  .  .  .Proof. Suppose that 13 and 14 hold, then 13 and 14 imply that
p
1r2t1 T




- t f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t .  .  .  .  . .Ç Hi i i
t0is1
yg t , y t , y t l t dt. 15 .  .  .  . .Ç
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Now, because of the hypotheses, we have
p
1r2t1 T
t f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  . Hi i i
t0is1
p
t1 Ty t f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t .  .  .  .  . .Ç Hi i i
t0is1
yg t , y t , y t l t dt .  .  . .Ç
p
t1 TG t h f t , y t , y t q B t v t .  .  .  . .Ç Hi i x i
t0is1
Tq Dh f t , y t , y t dt .  .  . .Ç 5i xÇ
t1 TTy h g t , y t , y t q Dh g t , y t , y t l t dt .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH x xÇ
t0
p
1r2t1 T Ty t x t B t v t y x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  .  . . Hi i i
t0is1
t1q g t , x t , x t l t dt .  .  . .ÇH
t0
t1 w  . T  .  .x  .by invexity of H f t, ? , ? q ? B t v t dt for i s 1, 2, . . . , p andt i i0
t1 y g t , ? , ? l t dt .  .H
t0
p
t1 Ts h t f t , y t , y t q B t v t y Df t , y t , y t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH i i x i i xÇt0 is1
y g t , y t , y t l t y D g t , y t , y t l t dt .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .Ç Çx xÇ 5
p
1r2t1 T Ty t x t B t v t y x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  .  . . Hi i i
t0is1
t1q g t , x t , x t l t dt .  .  . .ÇH
t0
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 .  .by integration by parts and since at t s t and t s t , x t s y t gives0 1
h s 0
t1s g t , x t , x t l t dt .  .  . .ÇH
t0
p




1r2 1r2t1 T TG t x t B t x t 1 y v t B t v t dt .  .  .  .  .  . .  . Hi i i
t0is1
 .  .by 12 , 2 , and the Schwarz inequality
G 0 by 11 16 .  .
 .which contradicts 15 . Hence the result follows.
 .THEOREM 2.2 Strong Duality . Let x* be a normal and a properly
 .efficient solution for MCP . If the objecti¨ e and the constraint functionals
 .  .satisfy the in¨exity conditions of Theorem 2.1, for t g I, B t s B t s ???1 2
 . q ms B t , then for some t g L there exists piecewise smooth l*: I ª R ,p q
n  .  .v*: I ª R such that x*, l*, v* is a properly efficient solution for MCD1
and
1r2t1 Tf t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
t1 Ts f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t v* t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH i i
t0
yg t , x* t , x* t l* t dt , i s 1, 2, . . . , p. .  .  . .Ç
Proof. Since x* is a normal and a properly efficient solution, by
 . qLemma 2, x* is optimal for CP for some t g L . Therefore, by Lemmat
3, there exists a piecewise smooth l*: I ª Rm and v*: I ª Rn such thatq
for t g I
p
Ut f t , x* t , x t q B t v* t y g t , x* t , x* t l* t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç i i x i x
is1
p
s D t f t , x* t , x* t y g t , x* t , x* t l* t 17 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç i i x xÇ Ç
is1
g t , x* t , x* t l* t s 0 18 .  .  .  . .Ç
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T
v* t B t v* t F 1, t g I , i s 1, 2, . . . , p 19 .  .  .  .i
1r2Tx* t B t v* t s x* t B t x* t 20 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .i i
l* t , v* t / 0. 21 .  .  . .
 .  .This implies that x*, l*, v* is a feasible solution of MCD1 . Suppose
 .  .that x*, l*, v* is not an efficient solution of MCD1 . Then there exists a
 .  .  4feasible solution x, l, v of MCD1 such that for all i g 1, 2, . . . , p
t1 TÇ Çf t , x t , x t q x t B t v t y g t , x t , x t l t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H i i
t0
t1G f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t v* t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH i i
t0
yg t , x* t , x* t l* t dt .  .  . .Ç
 4and for some j g 1, 2, . . . , p
t1 TÇ Çf t , x t , x t q x t B t v t y g t , x t , x t l t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H j j
t0
t1 T
) f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t v* t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH j j
t0
yg t , x* t , x* t l* t dt. .  .  . .Ç
 .   .  ..  .  4Using 20 and g t, x* t , x* t l* t s 0, for all i g 1, 2, . . . , pÇ
1r2t1 Tf t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
t1 TÇ ÇF f t , x t , x t q x t B t v t y g t , x t , x t l t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H i i
t0
 4and for some j g 1, 2, . . . , p
1r2t1 Tf t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j
t0
t1 TÇ Ç- f t , x t , x t q x t B t v t y g t , x t , x t l t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H j j
t0
 .which contradicts Theorem 2.1. Hence x*, l*, v* is efficient.
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 .  .Now we assume that x*, l*, v* is not properly efficient for MCD1 ;
  .  .  ..i.e., there exists a feasible solution y t , l t , v t such that for some i
and some M ) 0
t1 Tf t , y t , y t q y t B t v t y g t , y t , y t l t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH i i
t0
t1 T
) f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t v* t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH i i
t0
yg t , x* t , x* t l* t dt 22 .  .  .  . .Ç
and
t1 Tf t , y t , y t q y t B t v t y g t , y t , y t l t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç.H i i
t0
t1 Ty f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t v* t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH 1 i
t0
yg t , x* t , x* t l* t dt .  .  . .Ç
t1 T
) M f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t v* t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH j j
t0
yg t , x* t , x* t l* t dt .  .  . .Ç
t1 Ty f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH j j
t0
yg t , y t , y t l t dt .  .  . .Ç 5
 4; j g 1, 2, . . . , p , j / i, such that
t1 Tf t , y t , y t qy t B t v t y g t , y t , y t l t dt .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH /j j
t0
t1 T
- f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t v* t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH j j
t0
yg t , x* t , x* t l* t dt. 23 .  .  .  . .Ç
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  .  ..  .  .T  .  .   .TSince g t, x* t , x* t l* t s 0 and x* t B t v* t s x* tÇ i
 .  ..1r2  .  .B t x* t , 22 , 23 becomei
1r2t1 Tf t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
t1 T
- f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t .  .  .  .  . .Ç .H i i
t0
yg t , y t , y t l t dt 24 .  .  .  . .Ç
and
1r2t1 Tf t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /j j
t0
t1 T
) f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH /j j
t0
yg t , y t , y t l t dt . 25 .  .  .  . .Ç
q  .  .  .   .  .  ..Note that t g L , 24 , 25 contradict 16 . Thus x* t , l* t , v* t is a
 .properly efficient solution for MCD1 .
 .  .Furthermore, from 18 and 20 , we have
1r2t1 Tf t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
t1 Ts f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t v* t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH i i
t0
yg t , x* t , x* t l* t dt , i s 1, 2, . . . , p. .  .  . .Ç
3. MOND]WEIR TYPE DUALITY
q  .For a given t g L , the Mond]Weir type dual to MCP is
MCD2 .
t1 Tmaximize f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t dt , .  .  .  .  . .ÇH 1 1 t0
t1 T. . . , f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH p p /t0
subject to y t s x , y t s x 99 .  .  .0 0 1 1
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p
t f t , y t , y t q B t v t y g t , y t , y t l t .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç i i x i x
is1
p
s D t f t , y t , y t y g t , y t , y t l t 26 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç i i x xÇ Ç
is1
t1 g t , y t , y t l t dt F 0 27 .  .  .  . .ÇH
t0
T
v t B t v t F 1, t g I , i s 1, 2, . . . , p 28 .  .  .  .i
l t G 0, l t g Rm , v t g Rn , t g I. 29 .  .  .  .
 4  .  .In the above, if for i g 1, 2, . . . , p , B t s 0, t g I, then MCD2i
becomes the nonsymmetric dual multiobjective variational problem studied
w x  .by Bector and Husain 2 . Weak and strong duality between MCP and
 .MCD2 is similar to those contained in the above section. Here, we state
the following duality results.
 .  .THEOREM 3.1 Weak Duality . Assume that for all feasible x of MCP
  .  .  ..  . t1 w  .and for all feasible y t , l t , v t of MCD2 , t g I, H f t, ? , ? qt i0T  .  .x  . t1  .  .? B t v t dt for i s 1, 2, . . . , p and H y g t, ? , ? l t dt are in¨ex in xi t0
and x on I with respect to the same h, for all piecewise smooth l: I ª RmÇ q
and v : I ª Rn. Then the following cannot hold
1r2t1 Tf t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
t1 TF f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t dt 30 .  .  .  .  .  . .ÇH i i
t0
 4for all i g 1, 2, . . . , p , and
1r2t1 Tf t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
t1 T
- f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t dt 31 .  .  .  .  .  . .ÇH i i
t0
 4for some j g 1, 2, . . . , p .
Proof. This is similar to Theorem 2.1.
 .  .THEOREM 39 Weak Duality . Assume that for all feasible x of MCP
  .  .  ..  . t1 w  .and for all feasible y t , l t , v t of MCD2 , t g I, H f t, ? , ? qt i0T  .  .x  . t1  .  .? B t v t dt for i s 1, 2, . . . , p , H y g t, ? , ? l t dt is pseudo-in¨ ex,i t0
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 .  .quasi-in¨ ex in x and x with respect to h, respecti¨ ely. Then 30 and 31Ç
cannot hold.
 .  .  .Proof. From 2 , 29 , and 27 ,
t t1 1g t , x t , x t l t dt y g t , y t , y t l t dt G 0. .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç ÇH H
t t0 0
t1  .  .Since H y g t, ? , ? l t dt is quasi-invex with respect to h,t0




t1 Tt h f t , y t , y t q B t v t .  .  .  . .Ç Hi i x i
t0is1
Tq Dh f t , y t , y t dt G 0 .  .  . .Ç 5i xÇ
by integration by parts, h s 0 at t s t and t s t and 26 . . .0 1




t f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  . Hi i i
t0is1
p
t1 TG t f t , x t , x t q x t B t v t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç . Hi i i
t0is1
by Schwarz inequality and 28 . .
p
t1 TG t f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t dt. .  .  .  .  . .Ç . Hi i i
t0is1
 .  .This implies that 30 and 31 cannot hold.
 .THEOREM 4 Strong Duality . Assume that the objecti¨ e and constraint
functionals satisfy the in¨exity condition of Theorem 3.1, and for t g I,
 .  .  .  .B t s B t s ??? qB t . If x* t is normal and properly efficient for1 2 p
 . q mMCP , then for some t g L , there exists piecewise smooth l*: I ª R ,q
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n   .  .  ..v*: I ª R such that x* t , l* t , v* t is a properly efficient solution for
 .MCD2 and
1r2t1 Tf t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t x* t dt .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H i i
t0
t1 Ts f t , x* t , x* t q x* t B t v t dt , .  .  .  .  . .ÇH i i
t0
i s 1, 2, . . . , p.
Proof. This is similar to Theorem 2.2.
4. RELATED PROBLEMS
w xAs in 3 , the above duality results can be extended to the corresponding
 .  .problems given below by omitting the boundary conditions 1 for MCP
 .and by adjoining the ``natural boundary conditions'' for MCD1 and
 .MCD2 . That is,
MCP9 .
1r2t1 Tminimize f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt , .  .  .  .  . .Ç  .H 1 1 t0
1r2t1 T
??? , f t , x t , x t q x t B t x t dt .  .  .  .  . .ÇH  /p p /t0
subject to g t , x t , x t G 0, t g I .  . .
MCD19 .
t1 Tmaximize f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH 1 1 t0
yg t , y t , y t l t dt , .  .  . .Ç
t1 T. . . , f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t .  .  .  .  . .ÇH p p
t0
yg t , y t , y t l t dt .  .  . . /
subject to 10 , 11 , 12 , and .  .  .




t1 TMCD29 maximize f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t dt , .  .  .  .  .  . .H 1 1 t0
t1 T. . . , f t , y t , y t q y t B t v t dt .  .  .  .  . .H p p /t0
subject 27 , 28 , 29 , and 30 . .  .  .  .
 .  .  .In particular if MCP9 , MCD19 , and MCD29 are independent of t,
 .  .i.e., if f , B t for i s 1, 2, . . . , p , and g do not depend explicitly on t,i i
then these problems essentially reduce to the problems
1r21r2T TMP minimize f x q x B x , . . . , f x q x B x .  .  . .  .1 1 p p /
subject to g x G 0. .
 .The Wolfe type dual to MP is
MD1 .
T Tmaximize f y qy B vyg y l, . . . , f y qy B vyg y l .  .  .  . .1 1 p p
p
subject to t f y q B v s g y l .  . i i x i x
is1
vTB v F 1, i s 1, 2, . . . , pi
l G 0, l, v / 0, v g R . .
 .The Mond]Weir type dual of MP is
MD2 maximize f y q yTB v , . . . , f y q yTB v .  .  . .1 1 p p
p
subject to t f y q B v s g y l .  . i i x i x
is1
g y l F 0 .
vTB v F 1, i s 1, 2, . . . , pi
l G 0, l, v / 0, v g R . .
 .MP is said to nondifferentiable static multiobjective programming. Lal,
w x.  .Nath and Kumar 6 have given the weak dual theorems for MP under
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 .invexity type of assumptions. Respectively, MCP is said to be nondiffer-
w xentiable variational multiobjective programming. Some results in 6 are
included in our conclusions.
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